EVENTS OF NOVEMBER – 2010
On November first Sakthi Foundation has attended interview with Revenue Department for
80G tax exemption certificate.
On November 2nd Dr.PradheepKumar and Dr.Madeswaran has visited the school and had a
parents meeting. Handful of parents has represented and shared their views about the school
and their children’s development with the trust founder.
Most of the parents appreciated their child’s moral development along with language skills.
They also expected the trust to erect the own building and extend the classes till grade 5.
The founder celebrated Deepawali festival my giving the Deepawali festival message and
gifted all the staff with the saree and salary.
We thank Mr.ganeshkumar – Pongalur for arranging the sarees for our staff members through
his sister in Elampillai town.
Before that Dr.Pradheep lighted the sacred lamp and performed the welcoming ritual of the
festival.
The school honored the trust founder by inviting him to hoist the national flag. For the first
Dr.Pradheep has hoisted our national flag and delivered the trust message.
Mr.Jeyaraman has arranged for a visit in local Government school to meet the H.M and also he
has arranged for tree plantations. The founder and all others planted many saplings and he
has discussed with the H.M regarding free spoken English, Science classes along with CCC
sessions. The H.M has directed us to provide him letters to convey these projects to the state
Government for the permission.
Teachers felt happy in receiving the salary for the first time from the founder. He has promised
to pay more along with a festival bonus next year. He has also thanked the school staff
members for their dedicated work to get various certificates from the government for more
fund raising.
MINUTES OF THE PARENTS – FOUNDER MEETING:
1. Children have improved the spoken language skills.
2. Children have developed more moral ethics.
3. Children are bold and confidence.
4. Children are happy to come here.
5. Children have developed appreciable English vocabulary skills.

6. Children have developed a keen observation skill than other school children.
7. Parents said that they can see the difference in all the planes of child development
among their own children.

A MILE STONE…
*** We appreciate Ms.KalaivaniDavid for her efforts in writing her observations in English.
She is our very first staff and she has initiated this great skill. Let she proceed under the
guidance of Ms.Balambika and be a role model to others.
Observations of this month by our staff:
1. Children are able to realize the picture cards and take it further for conversation.
2. One child [Divya] can clearly say that few animals can live both in land and water.
3. VineethRam has started out reasoning for everything and it appreciates out teachers for
further activities. His English pronounciation has enriched. He has also enriched his
English vocabulary skills.
4. 2 year old Jagan is becoming more helpful and he enjoys serving water to wash the
hands before lunch. His pronunciation skill is developing and it looks more clear.
5. 2 year old Govardhan has come out of his shyness and started socializing with all and his
observation skill is also improving day by day.
6. 4 year old Swathi is very particular about usage of drinking water by her friends. She
also brings to the staff’s notice about her friends who waste water.
7. Madhu and Divya were clear in classifying land and aquatic animals.
8. 2.5 years old Gurucharan and 2 year old Rainason has started working in isolation in well
settled mood. Rainason has also developed the skill of choosing his own work.
9. We find few younger children approaching us with interest to help them in choosing
their work.
10.Saravanan and Ravi are able to distinguish between animals by clearly narrating their
physical features.
11.We also find children teaching their own friends from what we taught them.
12.Narona is very much interested in teaching new words to her peer group.
13.Rehanth is now interested in more minute work. He is also developing kind approach to
all. He prefers to help our special child Yalini.
14.Pheona is slowly able to connect the learning experience with her reality.
15.Melwin is able to improve his minute observation skills.

16.Hyper tensed child AlaguMani likes to share her things with her peer and also she likes
to work after everybody leaves the hall.
17.Govardhanan has started exploring more as the language skill develops. He observes a
lot at school and makes the output at home.
18.Vishali is much interested in knowing the correct answer for her queries.
19.VijayKumar wish to learn from us by showing whatever he likes and never leave us
unless we answer him.He is a smart child who prefers to prove his personality.
20.Deepak has started socializing with others and he has matured a lot and also gained selfconfidence.
21.1.5 year old Brindha is able to understand her mother Amudha our helper’s situation in
the working spot and she gets adjust to it.
22.Madhu and Saravanan are also helping other children to get settled.
23.Madhu is also very much interested in making others to enjoy. She has also taken the
small gift idol of Devi given to a helper and imitating the rituals and customs which she
observers in the environment. She is also very compassionate in school.
DEEPAWALI HOILDAYS: The school celebrated Deepawali festival with the founder and
Principal. Kesari was distributed by the school. The school got closed from November 3rd – 7th.
When the Churning of the Ocean story was narrated with models, children were very
confident in listing out the animals which came and settled both in land and water.
SKANDHA SASTI: Six days Skandha sasti festival was celebrated by chanting Shanmuga
Kavasam which is an ancient text upon Lord Skandha to cure diseases. On 6th day, Sasti pooja
was performed in the traditional way.
MOST IMPORTANT INSPECTION [17.11.10] was made from central Government officers for
FCIR CERTIFICATE.
THIRUKARTHIGAI DEEPAM FESTIVAL: School has celebrated Thirukaarthigai Deepam festival on
22.11.10 with the narration of poet KuamaraGuruparar [15Th Century A.D] and traditionally by
lighting clay lamps. Sundal legumes were distributed behalf of our school.
November 17: Indian Government has inspected our school for F12 certificate.
‘’ In this past 3 years today is the day I have seen a very young child who approached the
adult of the environment with the most natural urge to know the Tamil sounds through sand
paper letters.

Today we all have just touched the texture of children’s concentration and saw the inner
spirit of their small hands just exercising with various materials… thanks to all our GURUS
who made us to implement this system….’’
Feels Dr.Madeswaran on 19.11.10.

